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About This Game

After the alien invasion: the Gogfang began terraforming Earth, pumping out toxic chemicals to transform it into the perfect
trans-dimensional, methane paradise… the process should take fifty years.
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In the meantime the strange blend of chemicals has begun to mutate the populace, turning some into hideous, fish-people, and
reanimating the dead. So far you have been immune to these changes and have fought your way across the country back to your

parents’ hotel, hoping they are still alive.

Whether they are or not, you have decided to make a go of it, to repair and renovate their unsightly, sixties-styled hotel into a
community where people can be safe from the aliens, mutants, and zombies. Of course… they will have to pay you for the

service.

Features:

Improve your hotel:
•Repair and renovate the dilapidated hotel.

•Decorate over 20 rooms in different styles to attract different guests.
•Decorate your hotel with unique art and objects found in the world.

•Craft completely new looks for your lobby and bar.
•Hire entertainers to improve your desirability.

Attract interesting and diverse guests:
•Make people pay for the privilege of staying alive at your hotel.

•Attract specialist guests like engineers, scavengers, and promoters.
•Find unique survivors who you can equip and take with you on zombie-slaying adventures.

•Seek alliances with other races, and build specialist rooms to attract them to your hotel.

Huge crafting system:
•Over 100 items to scavenge and craft into useful tools.
•Find food in fridges and cook meals for your guests.

•Upgrade your guns and craft ammo for them.
•Create useful tools and ‘room packs’ for your hotel.
•Create special drugs to enhance your zombie dog.

Exciting and scary exploration:
•Day and night system where zombies are scarier at night.

•Drive around a city looking for quests and missions.
•Explore the streets on foot.

•Enter every house, sewer, or dwelling.

Companion System:
•Interact with every companion.

•Equip them with armour and weaponry.
•Command groups using hotkeys.

Non-Compulsory Storyline:
•Interact with three other factions living in the city.

•Discover why the Gogfang have come to Earth.
•Save the world from certain destruction?
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Title: Apocalypse Hotel - The Post-Apocalyptic Hotel Simulator!
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Michael Flynn
Publisher:
FlynnFour Games
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000, Nvidia GeForce 8000, ATI Radeon HD 4800 Series

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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its a awfull game it keeps crasung and i want to play or i want my money back!!!!!!!. What looks like a decent game has become
broken by a persistent error that has gone unfixed for months while the devs focus on their new game. Too bad.

If the major bug (disposed sprite) gets fixed it might be worth a go. You can't play the game cause the bugs are so severe that it
crashes after a few seconds\/minutes.

Devs abandoned this game. Don't buy anything.. I really wish I could recommend this game. The premise is fantasticly fun and
what little I got to play was great. But constant crashing and less than 10 frame per second playspeed just made it intolerable..
im enjoying this game, i would like to see full controller support if possible , as im a laptop gamer so hate using keyboard but all
in all a good game. Okay, I will admit that I wanted to like this game. And honestly, The core of the game was fun. Its just that
it was extremely broken. The Devs need to go back and fix the Frame Rate and the Crashes. And honestly, they need to make
the game less confusing. The game may say you need to go to this location, but the game is so spread out there is no knowing
where that location is.

I finally had to request a refund when I couldn't figure out where the hotel was on my own. I stumbled into quest blind, not
completely knowing why I was there. The controls for driving aren't laid out, and when I say that, I don't mean 'oh I don't know
how to turn left and right' because that wasn't an issue. The issue was I couldn't get out of my vehicle on my own without a
random quest being there. Since I'm sure there would be a point where there are no location quest but you have to get food for
the hotel, that is a serious issue.

The Frame Rate wasn't imposible, I'll say that. But it was slow enough that if I wasn't on my tactical game, zombies would easily
come and munch me like a bag of chips. There are many players who would have flipped out faster and gotten themselves killed
with that frame rate, So that despreately needs to be fixed.

As for crashes, I only dealt with one before I requested a refund. I was in the middle of a hoard of monsters (not completely
sure they were zombies) and I needed to change off my shotgun because I had like 3-4 shots left in it. So I press the convient O
button to swap to my chainsaw. The game couldn't have crashed faster. I've read below that there were many more crashes in the
game so I didn't put up with it.

Alright, so why the heck did I buy a game with nearly no positive reviews to it?

I really wanted to like this game. I am obsessed with apocalyptic and survival games, as any of my friends they'll tell you the
same. So when I saw this, I got excited.

I really like the mechanic where you constantly have to forge for food. I love how you craft weapons, ammo, hotel supplies, and
food. I think that is amazing and the things on those list aren't really easy to get. Very fun for hardcore survivalist like me.

I really like how in the beginning the devs give you plenty of ammo to help you get the learning curve. You essentially have no
fear of running out of ammo in the beginning, with over 70-100 shots of shotgun ammo, around 200-250 pistol ammo, and 250
chainsaw fuel (I sadly never got to try out the chainsaw as mentioned above when I attempted) the weapons you start with are
not top notch. It is a rusty pistol and shotgun. Still they are extremely helpful in the beginning when you are clearing out zombies
from the hotel and maybe a couple missions before you actually have to start crafting ammo.

The hotel was pretty nice, for an apocalypse hotel. There were so many issues in the hotel to fix that I got excited, thinking of
the time I could have soon fixing up the hotel into a 5 star joint.

Since many of you won't play this, I'll say this, Bruno is the most helpful companion in the game, my opinion. He'll charge
zombies, bitting them to death taking almost no damage whatsoever. Very useful with the low frame rate, he'll keep you from
being instantly swarmed when you load up the map.

I guess in conclusion, This game would have been amazing. I'm not biased against it. But these errors were right at the start of
the game. I had hardly finished my first mission when all this sadly came to a head. I wanted to love this game, But unless the
Devs fix these bugs and add in location markers to help players get to places, This game will never gain positive ratings.
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One last thing before I go, Only play one day and night to see how it goes for you. The Devs do not give you a time skip button,
and at one point try to 'recommend' you to wait it out until morning. Do Not Do This. There is no time skip button, so you are
forced to sit there waiting for day to come slowly, which will Wear Down your steam time until the point where Steam will look
at your time card when you go to request a refund for it, and they will think you a liar and deny you. Don't get caught in it. Keep
to one day and one night to see if you actually like the game.. Played for five seconds and the first thing I see? A sprite pretty
much ripped directly from Corpse Party. Lame.
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I've played and enjoyed the other 2 games that this dev has put out and I'm so glad I've stuck with them to get to Apocalypse
Hotel! I'm not a massive zombie fan generally, and it's creepy as hell fighting these guys at night, but I'm already too in love
with what I've seen of the world and the species in it to give in to my fears! Being mobbed by loads of zombies by torchlight is
super scary, almost as scary as the decor in some parts of the hotel itself! Haha! But I've upgraded some rooms and I'm making
it work. It's retro!

Anyway, I'm going to go back to playing now, but I'm loving the interplay between aliens, zombies, mutants, and humans - it's a
totally refreshing take on this genre and I can't wait to get further into the plot! Running smoothly on my not overly-fantastic
laptop as well, so yay!. Just bought from sale has some bugs that have been reported for months that are not being addressed.
The bug would not let me play even one random mission without crashing. Unless they patch I dont recomend a purchase.. I like
this game. I really do.

But it is really quite buggy. Every now and then, the game crashes because of one error message or another, which suggests to
me that the level of playtesting involved is inadequate. It wouldn't be quite so bad if you could save wherever you pleased, but
the old fashioned "save point" method makes it pretty frustrating.

If you can get past the bugs, I certainly recommend this game. Don't let the RPG-maker graphics fool you - it's pretty good. You
upgrade your hotel in a manner that vaguely reminds me of how you upgrade your castle in Suikoden II, and you get to pick and
choose to whom you rent. The different guests offer different services, and there always seems like a LOT to do. Even the little
sidequests, which come and go faster than you can do them all, seem pretty important. The game has more of a plot than its
simplistic writing style would suggest, and the level of inventory management involved appeals to me.

If you can pick it up on sale, it's probably a steal. I could only recommend it at its list price if the bugs were ironed out.. Edit: 21
july 2018. Dont buy this.... The dvelopers have abandoned the game and its still critically bugged.

The game is good, but the constant crashing from that single sprite bug is annoying. untill they fix it i would only recommend
buying at a sale.

With that out of the way..... some words about the game.

You arrive at your parents old hotel and decides to make it running again. Despite an apocalypse going on.

There is plenty of fixing and crafting to do. I have only played it for awhile so i havent gotten too far in. but so far im feeling
good about it. Exept for the sprite bug (with can be avoided by making sure your companion isnt in combat while trying to exit
the area). Would i recommend it? both yes and no. At a sale yes. After they fixed bugs i would recommend it none the less.. The
hotel is really huge and the amount of work to be done and items to craft feels so teadious.

-no gamepad support
-laggy
-crashes

. Just don't. The game is unplayable--it constantly crashes with some weird error and just like other games from this devloper,
they leave comments about this fatel bug unanswered and never fix them.. Game is deperately buggy and seems to have been
abandoned for their new project, moonstone tavern, save your money and let this company die. I've only played for 15 minutes
before I decided to write this but I'll be back playing soon. In that short time I've been in zombie fights, run out of ammo and
had to use my chainsaw, crashed my car, looted so many random items, and crafted some more bullets.... phew.

Looks good so far and I'll update as I play. I've played other games by these devs and liked those but it seems they've gone up a
level with this game.
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